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The following are selected key
features you can discuss with GT-R
prospects as well as customers
who ask about GT-R. For more
information about GT-R
technologies, see the Virtual
Academy video library. Refer
prospects to your Dealership’s
designated GT-R representative.

3.8-liter DOHC twin turbo V6 engine
• Plasma-sprayed cylinder bores reduce
friction for enhanced cooling, power
output, and fuel efficiency.
• Each engine is hand-built by a single
technician in a climate-controlled
clean room.
• 565 hp @ 6800 rpm
• 600 hp @ 6800 rpm (GT-R NISMO)
• 467 lb-ft of torque @ 3300–5800 rpm
• 481 lb-ft of torque @ 3600–5600 rpm
(GT-R NISMO)
6-speed dual clutch, constant-mesh
paddle shift transmission
• Ultra-fast-shifting dual clutch, constantmesh transmission pre-engages the
next gear for faster shifting. Shift times
are as fast as 0.15 seconds in R mode.
• Driver can select R, Normal, or Save
mode using the 3-position setup switch.
• Transmission can be operated in fully
automatic mode or automated manual
mode using the paddle shifters.
High-performance Bilstein®
DampTronic electronically controlled
shock absorbers
• Driver-adjustable shock absorber
system uses input from multiple
vehicle sensors to provide appropriate
damping forces and high level of control
for a variety of driving situations.
• Driver can select R, Normal, or Comfort
mode using the 3-position setup switch.

LED headlight system

Multi-function display system

• Turn on the headlights to demonstrate
the dramatic look of the LED low- and
high-beam headlights.

• Displays audio, climate, navigation2,
and hands-free controls, as well as
performance parameters.

• Point out the LED accent lights in the
shape of a lightning bolt above each
headlight. They illuminate when the
daytime running lights in the lower
fascia are on; they turn off when the
headlights are turned on.

Vehicle Dynamic Control3 (VDC-R)

Premium Midship platform
• Platform optimizes balance and
handling by placing engine weight
behind the centerline of the front
wheels and the transaxle assembly in
the rear of the vehicle.
• Platform is exclusive to GT-R.
Independent rear transaxle AWD
• Transmission, clutch, and transfer case
are located in the rear for enhanced
balance and handling.
• ATTESA E-TS AWD system is specially
engineered for GT-R.
Advanced aerodynamics
• Extensive wind tunnel testing and all
exterior styling elements are designed
to improve aerodynamic performance.
• Very low 0.26 coefficient of drag,
along with race-car-like downforce at
each corner of the vehicle, provides
exceptional handling.
• Advanced underbody airflow control
enhances aerodynamic performance
and powertrain cooling.
Nissan/Brembo® 4-wheel vented
disc brakes
• 2-piece, full-floating, cross-drilled
rotors (15.35-inch front, 15.00-inch rear)
coupled with 6-piston mono-block front
and 4-piston mono-block rear calipers
deliver top-level stopping performance.
RearView Monitor 1
• Demonstrate how the RearView Monitor
aids backing up.
• Explain that the color grid lines
represent distances to objects.

• Helps keep the vehicle on its steered
path by adjusting engine power and
applying individual brakes.
• Driver can select R, Normal, or Off mode
using the 3-position setup switch.
High-performance wheels and tires
• 20-inch high-strength, lightweight forged
aluminum-alloy wheels have a special
knurled bead to eliminate tire slip during
high-speed cornering and acceleration.
• More than 1,000 tire compound and
tread patterns were evaluated
specifically for GT-R.
• Ultra High-Performance Dunlop run-flat
tires are standard.
• Tires are nitrogen-filled to help stabilize
inflation pressures during a variety of
usage and atmospheric conditions.
NissanConnect® with Navigation and
Services featuring Apple CarPlay™4
• Identify and demonstrate available
navigation and connectivity features,
including hands-free text messaging
assistant5, SiriusXM Traffic4, and SiriusXM
Travel Link4.
• Explain that Apple CarPlay™ allows
users to operate compatible iOS (Apple)
devices using vehicle controls or Siri®
voice commands, and view information
on the center display screen.
• Demonstrate how to use the Display
Commander.
• Explain that NissanConnect® Services
powered by SiriusXM4 uses the
navigation system and cellular
technology to provide safety, security,
and convenience features.
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Parking aid/convenience feature. Cannot completely eliminate blind spots. May not detect every object and does not warn of moving objects. Always check surroundings and turn to look
behind you before moving vehicle.

2 Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status.
3 VDC, which should remain on when driving except when freeing the vehicle from mud or snow, cannot prevent accidents due to abrupt steering, carelessness, or dangerous driving techniques.
4 Feature availability is dependent on vehicle model, trim level, packaging and options. Compatible connected device may be required and feature availability may be dependent on device’s
capability. Refer to connected device’s owner’s manual for details. Late availability for some features.
Driving is serious business and requires your full attention. Only use features and connected devices when safe and legal to do so. Some features, including automatic crash notification
and SOS, are dependent upon the telematics device being in operative condition, its ability to connect to a wireless network, compatible wireless network availability, navigation map data
and GPS satellite signal receptions, the absence of which can limit or prevent the ability to reach Customer Care or receive support. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect
current road status. Never program GPS while driving. Only use Remote Engine Start and Remote Horn features in accordance with any laws, rules or ordinances in effect in your vehicle’s
location.
Some services and features are provided by independent companies not within Nissan’s control. Should service provider terminate or restrict service or features, service or features
may be suspended or terminated without notice or with no liability to Nissan or its partners or agents. Services and features may require compatible cellular network provided by
independent companies not within Nissan or its partners’ or agents’ control. Cellular network signal strength may vary and may not be available in all areas or at all times. Services and
features may not function if cellular network is unavailable, restricted, or terminated. Nissan and its partners or agents are not responsible for associated costs or other third party changes
that may be required for continued operation due to cellular network unavailability, restriction, or termination (including equipment replacements/upgrades, if available, or roaming charges
on alternative networks). Technology is evolving, and changes by independent companies are not within Nissan’s or its partners’ or agents’ control.
Enrollment, owner consent, personal identification number (PIN), and subscription agreement may be required to receive full suite of features and services. Trial periods (if applicable) begin
on the date of vehicle purchase or lease of a new Nissan. Trial periods may be subject to change at any time and may be subject to early termination without notice. Required subscriptions
may be sold separately for each available feature or service after trial period ends, and may continue until you call service provider to cancel. Installation costs, one-time activation fee, other
fees and taxes may apply. Fees and programming subject to change. Feature may be subject to age restrictions in some areas. Subscriptions governed by service provider’s subscription
agreement, terms and conditions and privacy statements available at service provider’s website. Text rates or data usage may apply.
The Nissan names, logos and slogans are trademarks owned by or licensed to Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. or its North American subsidiaries. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their
respective owners.
For important safety information, system limitations, and additional operating and feature information, see dealer, owner’s manual, or www.NissanUSA.com/connect/important-information.
5 Use the text messaging feature after stopping your vehicle in a safe location. If you have to use the feature while driving, exercise extreme caution at all times so full attention may be given to
vehicle operation. Compatible smartphone required. Text rates and/or data usage may apply.
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